Veko | Smart Lighting

Veko | Smart Lighting
Smart lighting is all about operating your company lighting with an app
on your smartphone, knowing precisely when maintenance is needed
and targeted adjustment based on energy costs. Lights no longer burn
uninterrupted in business premises. Lighting has become a source of
information; a tool for cost saving, stock control and navigate in a shop,
warehouse or carpark. Veko can offer the following solutions.
Dynamic switching:

you to use a twilight sensor or maintain the

minimum energy consumption

ideal lux level by means of daylight control in

If you use dynamic lighting from Veko, only

combination with the DALI system.

part of each aisle is switched on. This is
achieved by progressively switching the

Tailor-made lighting with DALI

luminaires in the aisles from 10% to 100%

DALI allows all your lighting components

output, as soon as you enter the zone.

to communicate. The result is an infinite

By dimming the lighting level to 10% instead

range of possibilities for daylight adjustment,

of 0% when the zone is not in use, you can

dimming, light levels and light colours.

improve the working comfort of your staff.

In other words, ultimate lighting comfort with

The result is minimum energy consumption

a short payback time and attractive energy

and maximum savings!

savings. Furthermore, DALI can be linked to
other building management systems and can

Constant light output with CLO

be easily reprogrammed in the future

Veko programmes its drivers just once, with
Constant Light Output (CLO). The driver then

Real-time contact with the Encelium

manages the light source to deliver the same

light management system

volume of light throughout its lifecycle.

Encelium is an Osram-based light management

Every LED luminaire produces extra light

system that connects all DALI components with

output at the start of its lifecycle, with

a single system. On a monitor screen, you can

a steady fall in output towards the end.

simply (re)programme, dim, control and read

CLO compensates for this situation, thereby

out all the connected drivers. It is even possible

preventing over dimensioning. The result is

to control and implement facility management

an additional 10-20% extra saving on your

and maintenance remotely.

energy consumption.
YellowDot: Retail navigation
Automatic daylight regulation

YellowDot is a commercial navigation system

Optimum use of daylight in any commercial

that will guide your visitors to their destination.

building is good for both well-being and

The technology also offers the option of

productivity, but can also result in huge savings

sending specific offers to your customers via

on energy costs. Using our Veko sensors enables

an app. A unique marketing tool.

Dynamic switching
Veko can simply dim your lighting in a corridor function, without
using DALI control. This is known as Dynamic Switching. The lighting
system is equiped with a standard 7-core flat cable in the profiles.
This can be expanded by up to two 3-core cables.
Veko sensors

Presence sensors

We install a series of sensors in the light line that are

As you can see from the illustrations above, the lighting responds to presence detection.

suitable for open spaces or specially developed for rack

The lighting in front of the forklift truck is dimmed to 10%, providing sufficient light for the route.

aisles. Each sensor and the accompanying luminaires

Above the forklift truck, the lighting is raised to 100% for the ideal light level while at work.

are connected to the appropriate phase. If a presence

Behind the forklift truck, the light is once again dimmed to 10%. If no presence is detected,

detector measures activity, the entire phase is switched on.

all lighting is switched off for extra energy saving.

Drivers

7-core profile

Our drivers are programmed in the factory to a dimmer

The left-hand photograph shows our most widely used

setting of 0-10-100-10-0 percent so that light is always

7-core profile. This profile is suitable for numerous

gradually dimmed up and down. This allows your eyes

applications. Should you wish to install additional devices

to adjust to the light level. Your lighting will only be used

with a separate power supply or to create a second circuit,

when necessary, and dimming is optimised to increase

the profile shown at the bottom left is the ideal solution,

comfort for the end user.

with a 7-core flat cable in the middle and a 3-core flat
cable on each side. All profile sections are connected with
Wago plugs.

Range Veko sensors
The left pictures represent the length and width range of the MD-L-R sensor developed
for open spaces. The right pictures for the MD-L-Na sensor for racking paths.
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The 7-core flat cable

E		

Protective Earth

The standard layout for the 7-core flat cable is shown

L1

Live 1

here. We can, however, provide any other layout you

L2

Live 2

require. In consultation with our specialists, we can adapt

L3

Live 3

your cable to the needs of your project.

D1

Controls DALI -

D2

Controls DALI +

Welcome to Encelium

Data reporting
Energy consumption can be simply checked
in real time with the digital 3D output for the

Encelium is a hardware system that links all DALI control on a single server.
Using Polaris 3D software, you the user have easy real-time access to
operating hours records, error messages and functions of the (emergency)
lighting and sensors. Programming dimming scenarios, comparing energy

building. With a single click, energy consumption
or energy savings reports can be generated
automatically for a day, week, month or year,
for every floor zone or luminaire, depending
on the timeline the user wishes to view.
Facility managers can now easily trace

consumption or heat mapping to ensure optimum use of space were never

irregularities. Encelium offers a unique colour

easier. All via a database in the cloud.

phase display for data from the lighting system,
to allow you to identify inefficiency trends or

Our Encelium system consists of

so that all DALI devices in the building can

three main elements:

constantly communicate. This makes the
system scalable to any application or building
size, or even for multiple buildings.

Field components
The first element comprises the field
components such as the luminaires, sensors

Polaris 3D Software

and light switches with integrated DALI

The third element is the Polaris 3D Software.

control, connected by 2-core DALI wiring in

This is the heart of the system. This software

our linear lighting systems.

facilitates and simplifies the commissioning
process. The software also records consumption
and analyses all data for the lighting installation.

Network system devices

3D view of the floors.

operational non-conformities.
The system supplies the following
information to the user:
•

Lighting status (ON/OFF)

•

Lighting levels

•

Load shedding status (managing unnecessary

Presence and status of all connected
luminaires and sensors.

energy consumption and electricity costs)
•

Lighting power density or energy consumption

•

Space and/or zone occupation status

•

Energy consumption comparisons

The second element consists of the network
system devices. These devices process and

The 3D visualisation shows how efficient your

translate the control orders to the DALI control.

installation is, and reports immediately on the

As a result, they use the same control language

savings achieved and any defects.

1

2

3

Polaris 3D®
Hardware
Personal Control
Software

Energy consumption reporting
compared to last year.

CLO: Constant Light Output

Automatic daylight regulation

With LED, the light output falls over time, as the diodes in the LED chips

The best lighting for any space is 100% daylight.

deteriorate. This fall in light output is more or less linear throughout the lifecycle

This is healthy for your employees and energy efficient.

of the diode. The luminaire itself can compensate for this fall in light output

When using artificial lighting in your building, Veko can

using a programmable control option in the driver. This is known

help you achieve the optimum balance between

as the Constant Light Output (CLO).

natural daylight and artificial lighting.

LB Factor of a luminaire

A twilight sensor can be used to control your lighting.

The L-value describes the deterioration of diodes over

Using this sensor, the lighting is switched fully on or off as soon

time. A CLO luminaire with L100 guarantees that after

as the sensor measures a minimum lux value.

50,000 running hours, the diodes deliver the same level
You can go one step further with the use of natural daylight

of light as when they were initially installed.

thanks to our sensors with daylight regulation. Simply set the
An L80 luminaire, on the other hand, has lost 20% of

constant lux value you require at workstations or on the floor,

its original lighting level. Thanks to favourable guarantee

in advance. The sensors measure the highest lux value achieved

conditions from Veko, we can offer luminaires with an

by incoming daylight. The luminaires then deliver the additional

L100B0 factor.

lux value. Over-lighting is now a thing of the past; your
luminaires enjoy a longer lifecycle and you achieve optimum
savings on your energy costs.

Should your luminaires break down, they will be
replaced, subject to the general terms and conditions.
This makes investing in your LED lighting a smart choice.
The system is energy efficient and worry-free.

Light flux
Overinstalled

100%

Energy saving

Calculated
requirements
With CLO
Without CLO

0%

Time

Infogram daylight control

Reference projects
Over the past few years, Veko has completed numerous
eye-catching projects based on our innovative luminaires,
backed up by the latest technology. We are proud to share
the results and findings of our customers.
Nissan and DHL – Dynamic Switching
In the rack aisles at the distribution centres operated by DHL and Nissan,
dynamic switching is used to achieve considerable savings on energy costs.
Bakkerij Holland - Encelium
In response to growth, the premises of Bakkerij Holland has been
substantially expanded. Encelium was chosen to carefully monitor all
lighting and energy costs. The system is also ideal for controlling the
lighting from the workplace.
Decathlon - YellowDot
Decathlon Alkmaar and Tilburg are fitted with LED lighting
combined with the additional YellowDot functionality.
YellowDot offers visitors and store personnel numerous
advantages including ultra-quick product location, route
guidance and assistance during restocking.

www.veko.com
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Industrial

Veko | Industrial
Both the Magnus and Duncan offer worry-free lighting for years.
The clean-lined and seamless linear LED luminaires can be installed
in every conceivable industrial space. From workstations and
distribution halls to production areas and warehouses, Veko has
the ideal solution for every application.
Veko has an eye for the future
If you wish to replace your existing lighting
with energy-efficient LED lighting, then
opting for Veko luminaires is the right choice.
With Veko you are investing in a futureproof
product. You can leave the profile in place
and replace and/or add luminaires at any
time without needing to adapt the system.
And a additional positive point in terms of
sustainability is that our lighting is supplied
almost without packaging, and is 100%
recyclable. Veko helps you save on energy
costs and installation time.
Total Cost of Ownership
Based on Total Cost of Ownership (TCO),
you have a clear overview of both the initial
investment and the energy costs for the
future. TCO helps you identify the ideal
types of luminaires, sensors and/or the light
management system.

€ 70,000.00
€ 60,000.00

En e rgy c osts

€ 50,000.00
€ 40,000.00
€ 30,000.00

In vestm en t

€ 20,000.00
€ 10,000.00
€ 0.00
Current
situation
Bestaande
situatie

New
situation
Nieuwe
situatie

The right luminaire
is the starting point

The perfect optic
is the finishing touch

Above all industrial lighting needs to be multifaceted. Every industrial

The Magnus and Duncan are both multifaceted profiles with a range

space has a different layout, and even that can change over time.

of lenses suitable for several applications (IP20, IP40, IP54 and IP65).

Veko offers solutions from high storage stacks and low mezzanine

Determine which optics meet your lighting requirements on the basis of

floors to large open areas. In combination with sensors and our light

the space to be illuminated.

management system, Veko is your perfect lighting partner for energy
Narrow en Semi Wide

saving and building management. For industrial applications Veko

Magnus Narrow

Duncan Narrow

Magnus Semi Wide

The Narrow delivers a targeted

developed the Magnus and the Duncan.

beam, ideal for aisles between
storage racks, even at heigths up to

Narrow

Lambertian

Magnus

25 metres. The Semi Wide not only

The Magnus offers a solution for every conceivable

illuminates the (narrow) aisles but

industrial space. The energy-efficient Magnus

also the storage racks itself.

Narrow

Lambertian

excels by its simplicity and can be programmed
down to the very last lux. By applying aluminium

Wide en X-Wide

end caps, the luminaires can be connected

The Wide lenses not only illuminate

together. The Magnus is multifunctional and forms

the aisles but also the storage

the basis of the Veko line lighting.

Lambertian

Magnus Wide

racks itself. The choice of the lens

Duncan Wide

Magnus X-Wide

Wide

Narrow

depends on the width of your pad.
Duncan

The X-Wide is particularly suitable

The patented Duncan lighting system is

for low spaces.

Narrow

Lambertian

multifunctional. The microprismatic design of the
lens optics is wholly unique and does not require

Circular en Diffuse

a reflector to reduce lens glare. This results in an

The Circular and Diffuse lenses are

open, transparent design with optimum light yield

intended for use in open spaces.

combined with maximum comfort. The Duncan has

For areas requiring low blinding

been developed to meet EN standards. All elements

levels, simply choose the Diffuse

can be easily linked to create nice continuous lines

lens. For more general lighting and

without any visible connections.

higher efficiency, the Circular lens is

Magnus Circular

Magnus Diffuse

Duncan Diffuse

Low Diﬀuse

Low Diﬀuse

the perfect choice for your project.
Lambertian

Duncan Lambertian
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Low Diﬀuse

For open spaces where visual
comfort is important, the
Lambertian offers the solution.
This lens illuminates the entire
surface and has a maximum even
distribution.

Low Diﬀuse
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The light line in detail
We configure our light lines for every project. The light lines are designed
are designed stepwise, depending on the conditions required. In this way, we
create a unique product, adapted to your project. This effect can be achieved
with new light lines or by renovating existing Veko light lines.
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6

7

A smart system
The Magnus light line is a profile system designed
Installation angle

individually for each project. This enables you to
create the ideal combination of continuous light

Fixation plate
for cable box

lines interspersed with presence detection.
(De)central emergency lighting and light
management system can be easily added.
1

If you opt for a profile with cable duct, other

Installation material

(data) cables can easily be integrated.
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Encelium light management system
Using the Encelium light management system
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From design to maintenance
Veko are specialists in linear lighting. The company develops and
manufactures LED lighting in-house. As far as possible, we remove all
our customers’ cares and deliver turn-key projects. From application
to maintenance, you can rely on the specialists at Veko.
Development

The Veko team will also be happy to remove your

Every day, a team of designers and product

existing lighting. This fact, combined with the

engineers at Veko is working very hard developing,

minimal use of packaging material guarantees that

testing and producing the latest industrial lighting

your location can be put back into action quickly

products. Veko aims to deliver the ideal lighting

and cleanly.

solution for every factory hall, sports hall, carpark,
refrigerated and frozen storage location and retail

Service and maintenance

environment. Through the use of separate lenses,

If something does go wrong with your system,

Veko identifies the ideal optical solution.

the service staff are permanently on call. Veko

One special feature is that whereas Veko used to

handles all light disruptions from a central location,

purchase all components, the company now

guaranteeing rapid, adequate assistance.

manufactures the light sources itself, in combination
with smart switching systems. Thanks to Veko
Tune, luminaires are adapted precisely to your
specific wishes.
Production
Veko operates a modern factory and also
manufactures its own LED strips. Veko even
produces 1.5 metre-long LED boards eradicating
annoying interruptions in the lighting pattern.
In the factory in Schagen, luminaires are produced
on a project basis and delivered fully prefabricated.
Installation
Engineers at Veko work in fixed teams and take
up the challenge to install your lighting as
efficiently as possible. Because they handle linear
lights on a daily basis, and the systems are
delivered plug and play, you experience minimal
nuisance on the shop floor and save up to 50%
on installation times.

Reference projects
Over the past few years, Veko has completed numerous
eye-catching projects based on our innovative luminaires,
backed up by the latest technology. We are proud to share
the results and findings of our customers.
CanCom production hall
A 1,200 m2 production hall and office space required a lighting system.
CanCom opted for Veko above all other parties because of our quality,
efficiency and installation by Veko’s own team of engineers.
Ahold distribution centre
Veko is the exclusive supplier for the LED linear lighting systems for
Ahold distribution centres, including design, delivery and installation.
This has resulted in huge energy savings for Ahold.
Torfs distribution centre
For the lighting of the new distribution centre, innovative
technology was combined with extreme energy efficiency.
A very successful combination.

At Albert Heijn, we would like to do more for
the environment. For this reason, we use energy
efficient equipment and technology wherever
possible. Our choice of Veko’s Constant Light
Output fits in perfectly with this policy. And as a
result, we save about 8,000,000 kWh every year.
Ingrid Floore,
Projectmanager, Ahold Europe

www.veko.com
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Duncan | Retail

Duncan | Retail
The Duncan has been specially developed for use in shops, (car) showrooms
and offices. Thanks to its design, the Duncan delivers a very even lighting
pattern to aisles, shelves and ceilings. The option of a continuous line
with direct and semi-indirect lighting is one of the most attractive features
of the Duncan. The Duncan can be complemented with a wide range of
spotlights that can be simply clicked onto the profile. With this system, Veko
meets all your lighting wishes
Veko has an eye for the future
If you wish to replace your existing lighting
with energy-efficient LED lighting, then opting
for Veko luminaires is the right choice. With
Veko you are investing in a futureproof product.
You can leave the profile in place and replace
and/or add luminaires at any time without
needing to adapt the system. And a additional
positive point in terms of sustainability is
that our lighting is supplied almost without
packaging, and is 100% recyclable.
Total Cost of Ownership
Based on Total Cost of Ownership (TCO),
you have a clear overview of both the initial
investment and the energy costs for the
future. TCO helps you identify the ideal
types of luminaires, sensors and/or the light
management system.

€ 70,000.00
€ 60,000.00

En e rgy c osts

€ 50,000.00
€ 40,000.00
€ 30,000.00

In vestm en t

€ 20,000.00
€ 10,000.00
€ 0.00
Current
situation
Bestaande
situatie

New
situation
Nieuwe
situatie

Good lighting is
the starting point
Retail, office and showroom lighting is all about atmosphere and customer
experience. These can be achieved by playing with general and accent lighting.
Our Duncan delivers the perfect linear light pattern in the aisles, with the option
of adding spotlights to illuminate accented areas. Both types of luminaire are

Veko Focus Spot 36 degrees

available in CRI90 and Tunable White, making them ideal for lighting fashion,

The Veko Focus Spot has a 36-degree beam.
This enables you to directly illuminate accents, and

food, automotive and general areas in an office environment.
Lambertian

focus attention on a single specific product. This is

Wide

Narrow

often used as a single spotlight for direct lighting.

Wide
The Duncan Wide is the right choice for high
retail buildings. Not only the shelf but also the
Narrow

Veko Highlight Spot 60 degrees

Wide

aisle is optimally illuminated with the Wide lens.

The Veko Highlight Spot has a 60-degree beam

Due to its microprismatic design, the best possible

providing a wider and more generalised accent.

distribution of light and the best conceivable

This spotlight can be perfectly used to highlight
Wide

Narrow

Lambertian

a logo on a wall or a larger area. These spotlights

protection against glare is offered.

are often used in sets of two, for cross-lighting.
Diffuse
The Diffuse lens on the Duncan delivers an
attractive, even pattern, reducing the blinding
PROJ. AM.

effect to a minimum. The height of the lens ensures
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Low Diﬀuse

a partial indirect beam so that the ceiling is also
attractively illuminated.
PROJ. AM.
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Lambertian
For open spaces where visual comfort is important,

PROJ. AM.

the Lambertian offers the solution. This lens
illuminates the entire surface and has a maximum
even distribution. Due to its microprismatic design,
the best possible distribution of light and the best
conceivable protection against glare is offered.
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The light line in detail
We configure our light lines for every project. The light lines are designed
are designed stepwise, depending on the conditions required. In this way, we
create a unique product, adapted to your project. This effect can be achieved
with new light lines or by renovating existing Veko light lines.
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A smart system
The Duncan light line is a profile system
developed individually for each project. This
enables you to create the ideal combination of
continuous light lines interspersed with spotlights.
3 Profile type

Central emergency lighting, DALI sensors and
marketingapplications like YellowDot can be easily
1

added. If you opt for a profile with cable duct,
other cables can easily be integrated.

Installation material

Lambertian
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Encelium light management system
Using the Encelium light management system
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Blind plate
with retail spotlight

From design to maintenance
Veko are specialists in linear lighting. The company develops and
manufactures LED lighting in-house. As far as possible, we remove all
our customers’ cares and deliver turn-key projects. From application
to maintenance, you can rely on the specialists at Veko.
Development

The Veko team will also be happy to remove your

Every day, a team of designers and product

existing lighting. This fact, combined with the

engineers at Veko is working very hard developing,

minimal use of packaging material guarantees that

testing and producing the latest industrial lighting

your location can be put back into action quickly

products. Veko aims to deliver the ideal lighting

and cleanly.

solution for every factory hall, sports hall, carpark,
refrigerated and frozen storage location and retail

Service and maintenance

environment. Through the use of separate lenses,

If something does go wrong with your system,

Veko identifies the ideal optical solution.

the service staff are permanently on call. Veko

One special feature is that whereas Veko used to

handles all light disruptions from a central location,

purchase all components, the company now

guaranteeing rapid, adequate assistance.

manufactures the light sources itself, in combination
with smart switching systems. Thanks to Veko
Tune, luminaires are adapted precisely to your
specific wishes.
Production
Veko operates a modern factory and also
manufactures its own LED strips. Veko even
produces 1.5 metre-long LED boards eradicating
annoying interruptions in the lighting pattern.
In the factory in Schagen, luminaires are produced
on a project basis and delivered fully prefabricated.
Installation
Engineers at Veko work in fixed teams and take
up the challenge to install your lighting as
efficiently as possible. Because they handle linear
lights on a daily basis, and the systems are
delivered plug and play, you experience minimal
nuisance on the shop floor and save up to 50%
on installation times.

Reference projects
Over the past few years, Veko has completed numerous
eye-catching projects based on our innovative luminaires,
backed up by the latest technology. We are proud to share
the results and findings of our customers.
Budget Food
This supermarket discounter, with numerous stores throughout the Netherlands,
sells well-known brands at remarkably low prices. How do you light a budget
supermarket? Using super energy-efficient LED lighting from Veko, of course.
Alvo Supermarket
For a brand-new supermarket location, Alvo called in the expertise
of Veko. The light lines deliver additional allure to this attractive
retail location.
Decathlon
Linear lighting is becoming increasingly popular in stores. In the
brand-new Decathlon store in Alkmaar, Veko has installed its
two-meter-long LED linear luminaire. In total, 800 metres
of luminaires were installed in just three days.

For Decathlon a good distribution of light was
crucial, in order to light the bottom of the shelves
just as well as the top, and maintain the colour
fastness of the products. The aftercare was
perfect: just after the store was set up and before
opening, everything was finalized.
Robin Vermeulen,
Construction Manager, Decathlon
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Richard | Parking

Richard | Parking
The Richard line from Veko guarantees years of trouble-free lighting for your
carpark facilities. Dust and moisture cannot get a grip on the robust luminaire.
The energy efficiency of the system is exceptional. The Richard, with its wide
beam lamps, delivers excellent uniform lighting at floor level. The luminaire
can even be installed in the centre of the vehicle lane. The Richard can also
be equipped with a Parking Guidance System. The luminaire can only be
removed using power tools, making it vandal-resistant.
Veko has an eye for the future
If you wish to replace your existing lighting
with energy-efficient LED lighting, then opting
for Veko luminaires is the right choice. With
Veko you are investing in a futureproof
product. You can leave the profile in place
and replace and/or add luminaires at any
time without needing to adapt the system.
And a additional positive point in terms of
sustainability is that our lighting is supplied
almost without packaging, and is 100%
recyclable.
Total Cost of Ownership
Based on Total Cost of Ownership (TCO),
you have a clear overview of both the initial
investment and the energy costs for the
future. TCO helps you identify the ideal
types of luminaires, sensors and/or the light
management system.

€ 70,000.00
€ 60,000.00

En e rgy c osts

€ 50,000.00
€ 40,000.00
€ 30,000.00

In vestm en t

€ 20,000.00
€ 10,000.00
€ 0.00
Current
situation
Bestaande
situatie

New
situation
Nieuwe
situatie

Good lighting is
the starting point
In an indoor/underground carpark, lighting not only ensures visibility
but also a sense of safety. This starts with sufficient lighting levels and
minimum shadow effect. The lenses and profiles are vandal-proof
and are suitable for installation at low heights.

Diffuse
The Diffuse lens delivers an attractive,
even beam, reducing the blinding effect to
a minimum. The lens is also ideal for public
areas and pedestrian zones.

Wide
The Wide lens delivers a beam of approx.
25 degrees, making it ideal for generating
a uniform lighting level when linear lighting
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is used on both sides of the vehicle lane.

X-Wide
The X-Wide lens has been specially
developed for parking applications.
The extra-wide beam guarantees unique
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uniformity when linear lighting is fitted
in the middle of the vehicle lane.
The result is an optimum light volume
with the fewest possible light lines.
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The light line in detail
We configure our light lines for every project. The light lines are designed
are designed stepwise, depending on the conditions required. In this way, we
create a unique product, adapted to your project. This effect can be achieved
with new light lines or by renovating existing Veko light lines.

5

6

7

A smart system
Richard linear lighting is a profile system designed
Installation angle

individually for each project. This allows you to
create an ideal combination of continuous light lines

Fixation plate
for cable box

combined with presence detection and emergency
lighting. If you opt for a profile with cable duct,
other cables can easily be integrated.
1

2

Parking Guidance System

Installation material

Parking navigation

In collaboration with various partners, Veko offers

nne
6 Co

the option of an integrated parking guidance
system. By means of sonar registration and camera
spaces are available for your visitors.
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From design to maintenance
Veko are specialists in linear lighting. The company develops and
manufactures LED lighting in-house. As far as possible, we remove all
our customers’ cares and deliver turn-key projects. From application
to maintenance, you can rely on the specialists at Veko.
Development

The Veko team will also be happy to remove your

Every day, a team of designers and product

existing lighting. This fact, combined with the

engineers at Veko is working very hard developing,

minimal use of packaging material guarantees that

testing and producing the latest industrial lighting

your location can be put back into action quickly

products. Veko aims to deliver the ideal lighting

and cleanly.

solution for every factory hall, sports hall, carpark,
refrigerated and frozen storage location and retail

Service and maintenance

environment. Through the use of separate lenses,

If something does go wrong with your system,

Veko identifies the ideal optical solution.

the service staff are permanently on call. Veko

One special feature is that whereas Veko used to

handles all light disruptions from a central location,

purchase all components, the company now

guaranteeing rapid, adequate assistance.

manufactures the light sources itself, in combination
with smart switching systems. Thanks to Veko
Tune, luminaires are adapted precisely to your
specific wishes.
Production
Veko operates a modern factory and also
manufactures its own LED strips. Veko even
produces 1.5 metre-long LED boards eradicating
annoying interruptions in the lighting pattern.
In the factory in Schagen, luminaires are produced
on a project basis and delivered fully prefabricated.
Installation
Engineers at Veko work in fixed teams and take
up the challenge to install your lighting as
efficiently as possible. Because they handle linear
lights on a daily basis, and the systems are
delivered plug and play, you experience minimal
nuisance on the shop floor and save up to 50%
on installation times.

Reference projects
Over the past few years, Veko has completed numerous
eye-catching projects based on our innovative luminaires,
backed up by the latest technology. We are proud to share
the results and findings of our customers.
Amsterdam RAI carpark
In the ultramodern P4 high-rise carpark at the RAI exhibition centre in
Amsterdam, in collaboration with Bosman Installatietechniek, Veko delivered
the dynamic LED lighting on all seven floors.
Apcoa carpark
On behalf of Apcoa, Veko designed and installed an original carpark
lighting system that complies with the legal requirements while
delivering an attractive, clean aesthetic look.
Dok Noord carpark
For the lighting at the Dok Noord carpark in Ghent
in Belgium, the close collaboration between Veko and
the Carpark operator resuted in an intelligent total
package to be proud of.

The lighting in P4 is nice: it’s bright,
beautiful white and lightens the garage well.
Both during daytime, together with daylight,
and at night. I consider a welcome and safe
feeling in a parking garage very important,
and Veko’s lighting contributes to this.
Mariska Dreschler, Group Director
Horticulture - GreenTech, RAI Amsterdam
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Veko | Renovation

Veko | Renovation
Is your production hall, distribution centre or sports hall equiped with
lighting from Veko that was supplied sometime in the past few decades?
Then renovation of your commercial lighting could be a wise decision.
Support profiles remain in place

from most other suppliers would have to be

Our support profiles are produced from

replaced entirely.

sustainable aluminium, so the internal
cabling remains intact. By simply replacing

Free test layout? To measure is to know!

the luminaires, you can create a brand-new,

We will be happy to calculate your potential

contemporary LED lighting system. If you

savings if you decide to renovate your

also opt for dynamic switching, you can

commercial lighting system. We will install

save even more energy.

a test layout with new Veko LED luminaires,
completely non-binding obligation. Your

No Veko commercial lighting?

staff can decide whether or not they

Renovation is still a smart move

feel comfortable working beneath Veko

Is your current lighting system from a different

lighting while you can measure the energy

supplier? Our experienced, SCC-certified

consumption.

installation teams will be happy to renovate
your lighting system in no time, and with no

Total Cost of Ownership

inconvenience, to create a Veko system. Your

Based on Total Cost of Ownership (TCO),

new system will be future-ready: if have ever

you have a clear overview of both the initial

have to repurpose or redesign your premises,

investment and the energy costs for the

and different demands are required on lighting

future. TCO helps you identify the ideal

in the new situation, your Veko lighting

types of luminaires, sensors and/or the light

system can easily be re-used. Lighting systems

management system.

€ 70,000.00
€ 60,000.00

En e rgy c osts

€ 50,000.00
€ 40,000.00
€ 30,000.00

In vestm en t

€ 20,000.00
€ 10,000.00
€ 0.00
Current
situation
Bestaande
situatie

New
situation
Nieuwe
situatie

Good lighting is
the starting point
In renovation projects, it is important that we optimise your Veko lighting
system without incurring unnecessary costs or wasting materials.
The Veko aluminium profiles are designed in such a way that they offer
an extremely long lifecycle and can be fitted with several generations of
Veko luminaires. Even when replacing the old luminaires 1-for-1, in most
cases, it is not necessary to remove the 7-core flat cable from the profile.
The profiles can be easily exchanged via Click-out Click-in.
Narrow

Narrow

The Narrow delivers a targeted
beam, ideal for aisles between
storage racks. In combination with
the ideal lumen output achieved via
Veko Tune, you can achieve perfect
light balance, even at heights up to
25 metres.

Semi Wide and Wide

Semi Wide

Wide

The Semi Wide and Wide lenses
have been developed not only to
illuminate the aisles but also the
storage racks. The choice of lens
depends on the aisle width.

Circular and Diffuse
The Circular and Diffuse lenses are
intended for use in open spaces.
For areas requiring low blinding
levels, simply choose the Diffuse
lens. For more general lighting and
higher efficiency, the Circular lens is
the perfect choice for your project.

Circular

Diffuse

The light line in detail
We configure our light lines for every project. The light lines are designed
are designed stepwise, depending on the conditions required. In this way, we
create a unique product, adapted to your project. This effect can be achieved
with new light lines or by renovating existing Veko light lines.

5

6

7

A smart system
The Veko light line is a profile system designed
Installation angle

individually for each project. This enables you to
create the ideal combination of continuous light

Fixation plate
for cable box

lines interspersed with presence detection. (De)
central emergency lighting and spotlights can be
easily added. If you opt for a profile with cable
1

duct, other (data) cables can easily be integrated.

Installation material

Encelium light management system

onne
6 C

Using the Encelium light management system
(from Osram) you can easily manage your
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(emergency) lighting and sensors. The system
generates reports with fault messages, the latest
energy consumption data and energy savings,
all visualised in a 3D plan.
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From design to maintenance
Veko are specialists in linear lighting. The company develops and
manufactures LED lighting in-house. As far as possible, we remove all
our customers’ cares and deliver turn-key projects. From application
to maintenance, you can rely on the specialists at Veko.
Development

The Veko team will also be happy to remove your

Every day, a team of designers and product

existing lighting. This fact, combined with the

engineers at Veko is working very hard developing,

minimal use of packaging material guarantees that

testing and producing the latest industrial lighting

your location can be put back into action quickly

products. Veko aims to deliver the ideal lighting

and cleanly.

solution for every factory hall, sports hall, carpark,
refrigerated and frozen storage location and retail

Service and maintenance

environment. Through the use of separate lenses,

If something does go wrong with your system,

Veko identifies the ideal optical solution.

the service staff are permanently on call. Veko

One special feature is that whereas Veko used to

handles all light disruptions from a central location,

purchase all components, the company now

guaranteeing rapid, adequate assistance.

manufactures the light sources itself, in combination
with smart switching systems. Thanks to Veko
Tune, luminaires are adapted precisely to your
specific wishes.
Production
Veko operates a modern factory and also
manufactures its own LED strips. Veko even
produces 1.5 metre-long LED boards eradicating
annoying interruptions in the lighting pattern.
In the factory in Schagen, luminaires are produced
on a project basis and delivered fully prefabricated.
Installation
Engineers at Veko work in fixed teams and take
up the challenge to install your lighting as
efficiently as possible. Because they handle linear
lights on a daily basis, and the systems are
delivered plug and play, you experience minimal
nuisance on the shop floor and save up to 50%
on installation times.

Reference projects
Over the past few years, Veko has completed numerous eye-catching projects
based on our innovative luminaires, backed up by the latest technology.
We are proud to share the results and findings of our customers.
DHL distribution centre
Over the past few years, Veko has completed numerous eye-catching projects
based on our innovative luminaires, backed up by the latest technology.
We are proud to share the results and findings of our customers.
IKEA home store
IKEA wanted to install LED lighting, and compared a number of potential
suppliers. The lighting was thoroughly tested. Veko came out on top
thanks to its light quality, energy consumption, sustainability
and service.
Nissan distribution centre
Overloading meant that the group cabinets at Nissan were
overheating. To solve the problem, Veko suggested lower
power LED luminaires. This resulted in lower energy
demand and heat production while lighting quality was
visibly improved.

For our recent renovation project we extensively tested
and measured LED lighting from various different
manufacturers. The IKEA Distribution Centre in Genk
opted for Veko on account of the light quality, energy
consumption, durability and service they provide.”
Jurgen Poelmans, Facility & Sustainability & IT,
IKEA Distribution Benelux NV
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